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Spousal Lifetime Access Trusts (SLATs)

Presented by



Diedre Braverman
Attorney at Braverman Law Group, Boulder, CO

⚖ Estate planning attorney for over 20 years, first in California, since 2011 in 
Colorado

⚖ Graduate of Stanford Law School and the University of California, Irvine 
(Classics major)

⚖ Alumna of international management consultancy, McKinsey & Co.

⚖ Quoted in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and Time Magazine

⚖ Interviewed on Fox Business News 

⚖Mom of 21-year-old twins on very different paths, sister to an autistic man

⚖Married to attorney and firm co-founder, Bennett Braverman

⚖ Learning to RV around the country



Considerations in Using SLATs
Definition of a Spousal Lifetime Access Trust

Real Life Characteristics

• Established by Grantor-Spouse primarily for 
Beneficiary-Spouse

• Funded with Grantor-Spouse’s property

• Irrevocable

• Beneficiary-Spouse can access benefits for life

• Beneficiary-Spouse can be trustee



Considerations in Using SLATs
Definition of a Spousal Lifetime Access Trust

Tax Characteristics

• Completed gift for estate tax purposes (gift tax return 
required)

• Does not qualify for the marital deduction

• Uses Grantor-Spouse’s estate tax unified credit

• Excludes corpus and growth from both spouses’ 
taxable estates

• Compare to a credit shelter trust established during 
the life of the Grantor-Spouse



Considerations in Using SLATs
Benefits
• Estate tax savings on 

appreciation from date of 
contribution

• Preserve high unified credit 
before it’s reduced

• Creditor protection for both 
spouses

• Grantor trust income 
taxation
– Allows further gifting of 

income tax due without 
payment of gift tax

• Grantor-Spouse’s indirect 
access



Considerations in Using SLATs
Drawbacks

• Irrevocable

• No step up in capital gains 
tax basis on either death

• Possibility of “claw back” of 
higher unified credit later

• Divorce

• Need for independent 
trustee for distributions 
above MESH

• Grantor-Spouse trust gives 
up control and benefits



Access to Trust Assets in SLATs

During Beneficiary-Spouse’s Lifetime

• Independent Trustee may distribute to Beneficiary-
Spouse for any purpose

• Beneficiary-Spouse-Trustee may distribute for 
maintenance, education, support & health

• No direct access for Grantor-Spouse

• Indirect access for Grantor-Spouse
– Through sharing of Beneficiary-Spouse’s distributions

– By borrowing against the SLAT

• Descendants can be beneficiaries, but spouses cannot 
discharge support obligations



Access to Trust Assets in SLATs

After Beneficiary-Spouse’s Death
• No direct access for Grantor-Spouse
• Indirect access for Grantor-Spouse

– By borrowing against the SLAT’s daughter trust(s)

• Beneficiary-Spouse can make a similar (but not identical) 
SLAT for Grantor-Spouse

• Beneficiary-Spouse may exercise a power of appointment 
in the SLAT to appoint to a trust for Grantor-Spouse 
– as a descendant of parents of couple
– watch out for step-transaction
– wastes unified credit of Grantor-Spouse

• Life insurance on Beneficiary-Spouse for Grantor-Spouse



Choice of Trustee

• Independent trustee 
provides strongest asset 
protection

• Beneficiary-Spouse as 
trustee still receives 
some asset protection

• Both spouses and 
descendants can have 
power to remove and 
appoint trustees



Control Over Investments

• Trustee

• Grantor-Spouse can 
manage LLC that 
manages SLAT assets

• Independent 
Investment Advisor 
named in SLAT





Building in Flexibility

• Name more 
beneficiaries

– Children and even 
grandchildren

– Priority goes to 
Beneficiary-Spouse

– Sprinkle powers

– Cannot discharge 
obligation of support



Building in Flexibility

• Add Powers of 
Appointment

– For Beneficiary Spouse

– For other beneficiaries

– Limited or Unlimited

– For GSTT Planning



Building in Flexibility

• Provide Decanting 
Powers

– Trustee can decant SLAT 
into new trust with 
different terms



Building in Flexibility

• Change the assets
– Provide that Grantor-

Spouse can substitute 
assets of equivalent 
value

– Sell the assets to other 
family entities in 
exchange for different 
assets
• May cause recognition of 

capital gains



Building in Flexibility

• Layer the asset 
protection

– Hold SLAT assets inside of 
LLCs or LPs that SLAT has 
a fractional interest in

– Place SLAT in asset 
protection jurisdiction 
with triggering clause for 
independent trustee



Building in Flexibility
• Name the mighty fiduciary: 

a Trust Protector
– Must be independent of both 

spouses

– Can remove and replace 
trustees

– Can amend the trust 
agreement
• To fix errors and ambiguities

• Toggle grantor trust treatment

• Add beneficiaries

– Grantor can hire & fire

– Probably you



Building in Flexibility

• Trust Protector Tips

– Include clear provisions 
about how you will be 
compensated in the trust
• Complexity of work

• Time involved

• Value of assets affected 
(liability exposure)

– Include Indemnification

– Exclude a duty to 
monitor the trust



Thank You
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What if both spouses wish to use their~$12M 
lifetime exemption?

May each spouse establish a SLAT for the benefit of the 
other?

Yes but……

BEWARE OF THE RECIPROCAL TRUST DOCTRINE!



US v Estate of Grace (395 U.S. 316 (1969))

Where two trusts are interrelated and the arrangement, to
the extent of mutual value, leaves the settlor in
approximately the same economic position as they would,
had they created trusts naming themselves as beneficiaries
respectively, T1 will be treated as created a trust for herself
and her own beneficiaries and T2 will be treated as having
created a trust for himself and his beneficiaries. And if
that’s the case, then 2036(a) will apply



Reminder Code § 2036(a) “String Provision”

• (1):  the possession or enjoyment of, or the right to income from 
the property; or

• (2):  the right, either alone or in conjunction with any person, to 
designate the persons who shall possess or enjoy the property or 
income…

The value of the gross estate shall include the value of all property 
to the extent of any interest therein of which the decedent has at 
any time made a transfer…….by trust or otherwise, under which 
he has retained for his life or for any period not ascertainable 
without reference to his death or for any period which does not in 
fact end before his death—



Judicially created reciprocal trust doctrine is 
subjective, so how can we best navigate?

Two general “best practice” guideposts:

1. Avoid IRS “interrelated” argument by not creating the trusts 
at the same time (or near in time) and not being part of the 
same plan.

2. Draft trusts so that they aren’t substantially similar.



Guidance on Interrelated:

• Lueder Est. v. Comr, 164 F.2d 128 (3d Cir. 1947)

• Best practice:

– Two different tax years

– Memo/notes making it clear they aren’t part of the same 
plan (e.g. client undecided about establishing a second 
trust)

• Less than 14 days between trusts is VERY concerning



How to avoid substantially similar?

Best option:  trusts not contain same beneficiaries

• Best if one of the trusts does not have spousal access

• Alternatively: 

– Spouse only becomes a beneficiary if grantor-spouse dies or the 
couple divorces

– Spouse becomes a beneficiary on the earlier of the above or a 
term of years

– Trust Protector granted power to add the spouse as beneficiary

– Add additional discretionary beneficiaries for one trust



How to avoid substantially similar?

Beyond differing the beneficiaries:

• Distribution Standard

– Mandatory income in one

– HEMS versus fully discretionary

• Trusteeship (alone likely not enough)

• Powers of appointment granted

– Grant it in one and not in the other

– Grant spouse the power to withdraw (5x5) in one

– Grant a lifetime power of appointment in one

– Vary the breadth (narrow v. broad)





Funding the SLAT



Best case scenario:  each spouse has
their own separate assets for their gift.

Why does this matter?

If beneficiary-spouse is deemed to have made the gift to the
SLAT for their benefit (and thus also deemed the grantor
spouse as well), the SLAT assets will be includible in their
estate under the “string” provisions.

When does an issue arise?

– When one spouse is sole owner of all the assets the couple
wishes to transfer to the SLATs

– When couple owns the desired property jointly
– When property is deemed Community Property



Smaldino v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 
2021-127

Section 2511(a) implicitly embodies principles of
substance over form by including "indirect" transfers in
the definition of a taxable gift. Thus, the grantor of a
trust will be established by determining who funded the
trust, not who the trust designates as the grantor in
name only.



Potential solution when one spouse is sole 
owner of the assets to be transferred
• Spouse 1 may transfer assets to Spouse 2 outright and

then wait

– No definitive guidance on how long to wait, but long
enough so assets are under Spouse 2’s exclusive control

– More challenging if asset is an interest in a family entity

– Consider incorporating savings language in the SLAT
providing it may be important to have trust language
which provides that any trust assets considered as
transferred to the trust by the spouse beneficiary will be
considered to be held in a separate subtrust of which the
spouse will not be a beneficiary



Potential solution when property is jointly 
held or community property (CP)
• For joint property

– Consider distributing the appropriate portion 50% to each
spouse, to be used to fund their own SLAT respectively

– Best practice would still be to wait to demonstrate each
spouse had exclusive control over their share

– If distributing joint property solely to one spouse, then
follow guidance on prior slide

• For CP

– Consider transmuting CP by signed agreement

– Best practice may involve both parties being represented
by separate counsel similar to a marital agreement



Funding with harder to value assets

• Be mindful of the IRS’ adequate disclosure regulations 
and the safe harbor of a Qualified Appraisal

• If timing of appraisal is delayed and/or you have concerns 
that the appraised value may be challenged by the IRS:

– Consider funding with an allocation clause in excess of the 
grantor’s lifetime gifting exemption to a Marital (sub) Trust
• Analogizing to the charitable pourover line of cases*

– Consider funding with defined value formula
• Wandry v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2012-88 (2012)

* Estate of Christiansen v. Comm'r, 130 T.C. 1 (T.C. 2008), aff’d 586 F.3d 1061 (8th Cir. 2009); Succession of McCord v. 
Comm'r, 461 F.3d 614 (5th Cir. 2006); Estate of Petter v. Comm'r, T.C. Memo 2009-280 (T.C. 2009)



Income Tax Implications



Most SLATs are taxed as Grantor Trusts

• Often this is intentional for added benefit of grantor being 
responsible for the tax liability of the SLAT

• Grantor trust provisions: Code § 671-678

• The power of substitution or “swap” power under Code §
675(4)(C) is the most common power to incorporate for 
SLATs

“A power of administration is exercisable in a nonfiduciary capacity by any 
person without the approval or consent of any person in a fiduciary capacity. 
For purposes of this paragraph, the term “power of administration” means 
any one or more of the following powers: ……(C) a power to reacquire the 
trust corpus by substituting other property of an equivalent value.”

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1882593428-1195525990&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:J:part:I:subpart:E:section:675
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1882593428-1195525990&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:J:part:I:subpart:E:section:675


Turning off grantor trust status

An oft-touted benefit of grantor trusts is that the grantor 
trust status may be “turned off” if the grantor-spouse 
releases the swap power.  

Why grantor may wish SLAT to be taxed as a non-grantor 
trust (or “SLANT”):

• Trust’s tax liability has become too onerous (especially if 
spousal-beneficiary has passed away)

• To avail trust of state tax benefits of another state

• Qualified Small Business stock amplification

• Change of law where grantor trusts are includible in 
grantor’s taxable estate



SLAT (Grantor Trust) Traps for the Unwary

Be aware of the following that may cause a trust to inadvertently be 
taxed as a grantor trust*:

• Code § 677(a)(1):  income payable to spouse without approval of an adverse party  

• Code § 672 (e):  grantor is deemed to have the power the grantor’s spouse holds.  So care 
must be taken if spouse is serving as trustee.

The above may be mitigated by incorporating the concept of a “trigger 
date.” On the date where the grantor renounces grantor’s power of 
substitution, then certain other provisions spring into effect (e.g. 
spouse no longer serves as trustee, distributions may only be made to 
spouse with the consent of an adverse party, etc.)

*there are many other hidden grantor trust provisions such as using trust income to pay insurance premiums on the 
grantor’s life, grantor/spouse being able to borrow without adequate interest and security, etc.  The focus of this slide are
powers unique in a SLAT arrangement



Contemplating a Potential Divorce



Issues to address when SLAT is implemented 
relating to divorce

• If only one spouse is created a SLAT:

– Spousal-beneficiary remain a beneficiary post-divorce?

– “Floating” spouse concept?

– May SLAT assets be considered in equitable division of 
remainder of marital property?

• Navigating grantor trust status

– Code § 672 (e):  grantor is deemed to have the power an 
individual holds if the power holder was the grantor’s 
spouse at time the power was created



SLATs Presentation Part III:
Alternatives Wealth Transfer Strategies



Alternative Estate Tax Mitigation Strategies?

• Outright gifts to future generations

• Dynasty/GST Trusts

• Estate Freeze Techniques

– Sales to Grantor Trusts

– Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts (GRATs)

– Qualified Personal Residence Trusts (QPRTs)

• Lifetime or Testamentary Charitable Planning

– Outright charitable giving

– Split Interest Charitable Trusts


